Checking In

1. Bring this parking pass with you on move-in day.
2. Drive directly to the building where you have been assigned. Present this pass to the attendant, who will assist you with directions to the appropriate loading zone or staging area.
3. Once you are in a loading zone, you will have 40 minutes to unload your vehicle at the curb with the help of volunteer organizations.
4. After you unload your items at the curb, you will need to move your vehicle and come back to check-in.
5. Once you have checked in and parked your vehicle, you can start moving items to your room and unpacking.
6. Exceeding the time limit may result in ticketing or towing. Please help us provide quick access parking for as many people as possible by respecting this time limit.

TO BE COMPLETED BY PARKING MONITORS:

Unloading Location ________________________________
Issue Date/Time ________________________________
Day Parking Location ________________________________

If you need parking for the remainder of the date on this permit, you may ask the monitor to write the name of the designated overflow lot on your permit and move your vehicle to the parking lot noted as the Day Parking Location.

This permit is NOT valid: 1) unless displayed face-up on the front dash, 2) in parking spaces designated as SERVICE, RESERVED AT ALL TIMES, Handicap or metered spaces.

North Campus

Spencer
Parking will be designated as 40-minute loading zones in the Spencer Lot and for the Raleigh Street meters. Monitors may re-direct vehicles to the N5 Lot and/or Morehead Lot if necessary.

Alderman, Kenan, McIver
Monitors will issue 40-minute loading permits from Battle Lane near Boundary Street and redirect vehicles as appropriate to the N5 Lot for staging. Vehicles will not be permitted to block the driveways to the private residences in the area or park on landscaped areas.

Aycock and Graham
Monitors will issue 40-minute unloading passes for the spaces in the Aycock Circle and the metered spaces on Country Club between Aycock Circle and Jackson Hall. No parking will be allowed on the landscaped area next to the circle.

Everett, Stacy, Lewis, Joyner
Traffic will be directed to Cameron Avenue at the end of Raleigh Street and then sent to nearby locations for 40-minute unloading. Traffic may be routed to the N5 Lot for staging where a monitor will be available to notify those waiting when the next 40-minute loading zone is available.

Grimes, Manly, Ruffin, Mangum, Old East, Old West
Please drive directly to your residence hall and consult the parking attendant stationed there for further parking instructions. 40-minute loading zones will be designated for each building.

Connor, Winston, Alexander
Traffic will be directed into the Connor Lot via Paul Green Theatre Drive and overflow traffic routed to a staging lot where a monitor will be available to notify those waiting when the next 40-minute space is available. Alternate unloading space may be available at the South Road meters, which will be monitored for 40-minute loading as well.

Cobb
Traffic will be directed to the Country Club meters in front of Cobb residence hall or Cobb Deck via Country Club Road and Paul Green Theatre Drive. Monitors will be stationed along Country Club to help direct vehicles and issue 40-minute parking passes. Traffic may be routed to another lot for staging where a monitor will be available to notify those waiting when the next 40-minute loading zone is available.

Middle Campus / Kenan Stadium

Carmichael, Avery, Parker, Teague
Stadium Drive will be blocked at South Road and Ridge Road. Traffic may be routed elsewhere for staging where a monitor will be available to notify those waiting when the next 40-minute loading zone is available. All parking along Stadium Drive (S4) will be designated as 40-minute unloading.

South Campus

Morrison and Hardin
The Morrison-Manning Public Safety Lot and the S1 Public Safety Lot will be converted to a 40-minute loading zone. Monitors will stop traffic at the intersection of Paul Hardin Drive and Manning Drive and direct traffic to either the S1, the Morrison-Manning Lot or the Morrison Circle Lot. No parking will be permitted along Manning Drive.

Ehringhaus and Koury
The K Lot will be designated as a 40-minute loading zone at all times. If necessary, monitors will stop traffic at the intersection of Ehringhaus Drive and Manning Drive and direct traffic to the S11 Manning Lot where monitors will be available to notify those waiting when the next 40-minute loading zone becomes available. No parking will be permitted along Manning Drive.

Craige and Craige-North
Access at the intersection of Craige Drive and Manning Drive will be blocked and traffic will be routed into the Craige Deck for 40-minute loading unless space is available in the small Craige Lot. Both parking in the Craige Lot and in the Craige Deck will be limited to 40 minutes. No parking will be permitted along Manning Drive. Special Note: Large vehicles that exceed the 7-foot deck clearance will be given priority access to the Craige Lot, but may be directed to an alternate parking venue to await space in the Craige Lot.

Hinton James and Horton
All vehicles should enter Skipper Bowles Drive from the intersection near the S11 Manning Lot and follow the signs to the S11 Williamson Lot. No parking will be permitted along Manning Drive.

Vehicles seeking unloading spaces for Hinton James will be cued in the S11 Williamson Lot and sent to the Hinton James Circle once space is available. All parking in Hinton James Circle will be designated as 40-minute loading zones.

The curb side lane of Skipper Bowles Drive next to Horton will be designated 40-minute unloading for Horton. Monitors will direct traffic to the S11 Williamson Lot for staging where a monitor will be available to notify those waiting when the next 40-minute loading zone becomes available.

Ram Village Apartments
For Ram Village buildings 1, 2, and 3, please follow directions listed for Craige and Craige-North residence halls. For Taylor and Ram Village 5, please follow directions listed for Hinton James and Horton residence halls.